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Introduction

•
•

•
•
•

Last PDF4LHC meeting on March 28: https://indico.cern.ch/event/703874/timetable/
Two sin2θW relevant talks
• HL-LHC prospect study with CMS (A. Bodek)
• Closure tests between PDF sets with ATLAS (A. Armbruster)
First talk discussed ability to profile PDFs during HL-LHC with CMS, and how current PDF uncertainties extrapolate to this era
Second talk discussed how differences in predictions of A4 from different PDF sets result in non-closures in the extracted sin2θW
when testing one PDF set against another
Will try to summarize these today
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Closure tests between PDF sets with ATLAS
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Predictions of A4 vs mZ and yZ

•

•
•
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Fixed-order predictions of A4 using
optimized version of DYRES
• NLO QCD
• LO EW
• pdg sin2θW for central value
A4 largest at yZ ~ 3, shape vs yZ driven
by dilution effects
Uncertainty on A4 largest above and
below the mass pole

Predictions of A4 vs mZ and yZ
•
•

•

•
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Most predictions within 1σ of each
other
ATLAS-epWZ16 is 2-3σ from others at
high yZ where we have highest
sensitivity to sin2θW
Differences between PDF sets in mZ
are generally different in sign below
and above the pole, while changes in
A4 from sin2θW variations peak at the
pole and are the same sign above and
below the pole
Differences in yZ can sometimes have a
different sign above and below 2.5 or
so

A4 to sin2θW
•

•

•

Performing fits to pseudo-data based on different PDF sets using A4-style measurement, in 12 analysis-level bins
• mZ: [70, 80, 100, 125] GeV
• |yZ|: [0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.5, 3.6]
• eeCC+µµCC channels cover |yZ| < 2.5: Two electrons with |η| < 2.5
• eeCF channel covers 1.6 < |yZ| < 3.6: One electron with |η| < 2.5, one with 2.5 < |η| < 4.9
Fits performed as follows:
• Measure A4 in pseudo-data (verified that this recovers input A4), based on expected stats at 8 TeV, along with stat correlation
• Use predictions to compute linear dependence of A4 vs sin2θW, and all PDF variations of this, in each bin “n”
• A4n(sin2θW, θ) = an(θ)*sin2θW + bn(θ): “Interpretation model”
• θ are nuisance parameters encapsulating PDF eigenvector variations, and in the case of epWZ16 other param. and theo. sys
• Fit A4n spectrum to extract sin2θW, θ
• Can use different PDF set for pseudo-data and interpretation model to test closure between PDF sets
Only statistical uncertainties are
considered at the level of A4
extraction, and PDF
uncertainties at the level of the
sin2θW extractions, to isolate the
impact of the differences
between PDF sets on 8 TeV-like
conditions
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Table of sin2θW-level non-closure
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compare closure of sin2θW for CC-only and CC+CF, before and after PDFs are free in the fit
For CC-only, can compare to PDF uncertainty in recent CMS sin2θW measurement, ~30x10-5
Differences mostly within 1σ of PDF uncertainty, with exception of epWZ16 and others, which can be 2-3σ away
Closures on left are mostly symmetric, but asymmetries can come in to numbers on right since PDF NPs are different between columns
In some cases, closure becomes worse after PDFs are allowed to vary
In some cases, there are large (several σ) differences between closure with and without PDF NPs
2
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Comparison to CMS PAS

Difference
“Prefit” “Postfit”
(x10-5)
CT10
CT14
MMHT14
NNPDF30

0.23155
0.23125
0.23050
0.23130

0.23100
0.23110
0.23070
0.23135

-55
-15
20
5

Closure in

Postfit difference (x10-5)
CT10
-10
-30
35

2
sin θW,

CConly
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CT14
-10
-40
25

-5
x10

MMHT14
30
40
65

(ATLAS study)

NNPDF30
-35
-25
-65
-

A4-level closure
•
•
•

•

•

•

A4n(sin2θW, θ) = an(θ)*sin2θW + bn(θ) can be computed for any mZ, yZ bin
Best fit values of sin2θW and θ can be re-injected back into A4 predictions in
any binning
Fit can be performed under three different conditions
• sin2θW free: Test ability of sin2θW alone to cover differences between sets
• PDF NPs free: Test ability of PDF NPs alone to cover differences
• sin2θW+PDF NPs free: Test ability of PDFs + sin2θW to cover differences
Plots show pre- and post-fit differences between predictions
• Prediction 1 (interp. model) + PDF unc.
• Prediction 2 (pseudo-data) + PDF unc.
Ideal case: PDF NPs can cover differences between PDF sets (brown matches
blue)
• Limited data statistics and DoFs in PDF EVs cause A4-level non-closure
• Shape vs mZ tends to drive fit, and matches much better than shape vs yZ
Post-fit value of sin2θW will in general be different than injected value
• Difference between red and black shows how much sin2θW alone will
absorb differences between PDF sets
• Difference between green and brown shows how much sin2θW will
absorb these differences after PDFs are allowed to be profiled
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epWZ16 set
•

•

As expected from differences in
predictions, epWZ16 does not
close well with other sets
Very large differences between
both red and black, and green
and brown:
• PDF NPs not able to
absorb differences
between sets
• sin2θW tries to cover too
much of the difference
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Summary of PDF closure study
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Closure tests done between different PDF sets on pseudo-measurements of sin2θW with 8 TeV ATLAS data
Asking the question: “If we use PDF set X to measure sin2θW, but nature looks like PDF set Y, what bias in sin2θW would we get?”
Answer: Mostly within 1σ, with the exception of epWZ16
• Possibly due to not-flexible-enough parametrization used within the set
• Differences wrt other sets driven in a large way by W-asymmetry measurements at Tevatron
Fits can absorb much of the difference between PDF sets, largely driven by fitting A4 vs mZ, to a smaller extent A4 vs yZ
eeCF channel can mitigate much of the non-closure in sin2θW due to high yZ region balancing out differences between PDF sets
These studies show that reaching non-closure values below 10x10-5 which would be needed for the long-term measurements of sin2θW
at the LHC will require additional constraints from data on PDF sets
• Possibly the most sensitive region related to the measurement sin2θW is that at high yZ, typically where the acceptance of LHCb is
the largest, but where also ATLAS and CMS should be able to contribute, albeit with larger experimental systematics than in the
lower yZ range
Feedback:
• LHC4PDF may be an ideal set to use, as it covers many important differences in PDF space that lead to these non-closures
• Would be interesting to look at other PDF sets
• ABM
• Tevatron+HERA II data, which drives d-valence constraint in global sets
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Relevance to LHC combination
•

•

Which tests related to PDFs should be performed within combination?
• Even more sensitive to these non-closure effects in combination, as stat component go down relative to PDF syst
• Should present result from several PDF sets (not a controversial point)
• How to choose “baseline” PDF set? Data can point us in the right direction, but likely not the answer to everything
• How to cover differences between PDF sets? (PDF4LHC)? Taking envelope between PDF sets would clearly wash out a lot of
sensitivity, and is over-conservative
Replicas vs eigen-vectors
• Replicas
• Each experiment provides AFB/A4/s2w inputs for every replica
• For each replica, combine, perform fits, constraints, etc
• Advantage: each replica drawn from underlying PDF distribution, and therefore is a more accurate sampling of PDF space (likely
a small effect based on CMS PAS)
• Disadvantages
• More complicated for measurements that are very resource dependent, as you have to repeat full measurement for each replica,
from templates to results
• Measurement that nominally takes 1k CPU hours through full chain would require 1M CPU hours for 1000 replicas
• Eigenvectors
• Each experiment provides one set of inputs, which includes eigenvector uncertainties on AFB/A4/s2w measurements
• Inputs can be combined with nuisance parameter treatment of eigenvectors, and fits and constraints can be done in this model
• Advantages/disadvantages interchanged with respect to replicas
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BACKUP
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Motivation
•
•
•

PDFs have been, or are becoming, a limiting systematic in many precision DY measurements, such as mW and sin2θW
These slides present studies on the impacts of PDFs on these measurements
sin2θW
• Typically inferred from forward-backward asymmetry AFB, or related angular coefficient A4, in Z-boson events
• Studies here focus on A4, will refer to this from now on, though studies with AFB should yield comparable results
• PDF uncertainties on A4 are small, however PDF uncertainties on predictions for A4 may mimic variations of sin2θW near the Zmass pole where we’re most sensitive to sin2θW
• Profiling PDF uncertainties in-situ can significantly reduce the systematic component on the extracted sin2θW
• Sensitivity to sin2θW increases with Z-boson rapidity, since dilution effects decrease at high yZ
• Above and below the Z-mass pole A4 becomes less sensitive to sin2θW and more sensitive to PDFs
• Profiling A4 simultaneously vs mZ and yZ can significantly reduce underlying PDF uncertainties while increasing sin2θW
sensitivity, as previous measurements have shown
• Here we show closure tests between different PDF sets with and without PDF profiling, both on the observable A4 and on sin2θW
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A4 = σP/ σU+L
vl,f ~ 2*T3l,f - 4*ql,f*sin2θW

Motivation
•
•
•

•

PDFs have been, or are becoming, a limiting systematic in many precision DY measurements, such as mW and sin2θW
These slides present studies on the impacts of PDFs on these measurements
mW
• Fixed order predictions, such as those used in PDF fits, have unphysical divergent description of boson transverse momentum in
the low pT region
• Fiducial selections on leptons increase sensitivity to this unphysical boson pT
• Parton shower MCs used to perform unfolded fiducial differential measurements restore a proper physical behaviour of the
boson pT distribution, similarly to state-of-the-art resummed predictions which will be discussed in this talk
• Profiling PDF uncertainties using measurements to these fiducial predictions can introduce non-closures when porting results
back into data/MC comparisons
References to relevant measurements in ATLAS:
• ATLAS W-mass: https://arxiv.org/abs/1701.07240
• ATLAS angular coefficients: https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.00689
• ATLAS Z3D: https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.05167
• Results here will be available in a pub note to be made public soon
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Correlation between predicted A4 in different yZ bins
•
•

•

•
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Correlation of PDF uncertainty on
predicted A4 in bins of yZ
Helps to understand a bit the effects
of PDF profiling on the shape of the
predictions in yZ, and the limitations
of the profiling to provide post-fit
closure between PDF sets
Also illustrates (sometimes largely)
different correlation structure
between PDF sets
Correlations in mZ (not shown) are
much simpler, nearly 100% anticorrelated between regions above
and below the pole

Comparing raw PDFs between sets

NB: HERA I, not II
https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.05221
•
•
•

Difference in A4 between epWZ16 and others driven by difference in d-valence distribution
In other “global” PDF sets, this is largely constrained by Tevatron W-asymmetry measurements
Possibly due to not-flexible-enough parametrization used within epWZ16
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A4-level closure

•

•

•

Fits can be done also with CC
channels alone, which covers
only |yZ| < 2.5
Non-closure in sin2θW tends to
be larger without eeCF, since
difference between sets are
roughly monotonic at low yZ
alone
Including high yZ in the fit
tends to stabilize non-closure,
though the main motivation for
including events with |yZ| > 2.5
is their far greater sensitivity to
sin2θW
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A4-level closure
•

•

Mirror of this can be done:
swap PDF sets used for interp.
and pseudo-data
Red curve is usually quite
symmetric, but differences in
PDF uncertainties cause some
asymmetries in post-fit closure
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